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Abstract— Social interaction enables the smooth pro-
gression of our daily lives. Mounting evidence from recent
hyperscanning neuroimaging studies indicates that key
components of social behavior can be evaluated using
inter-brain oscillations and connectivity. However, mapping
out inter-brain networks and developing neurocognitive
theories that explain how humans co-create and share
information during social interaction remains challenging.
In this study, we developed a jigsaw puzzle-solving game
with hyperscanning electroencephalography (EEG) signals
recorded to investigate inter-brain activities during social
interactions involving cooperation and competition. Partic-
ipants were recruited and paired into dyads to participate
in the multiplayer jigsaw puzzle game with 32-channel EEG
signals recorded. The corresponding event-related poten-
tials (ERPs), brain oscillations, and inter-brain functional
connectivity were analyzed. The results showed different
ERP morphologies of P3 patterns in competitive and coop-
erative contexts, and brain oscillations in the low-frequency
band may be an indicator of social cognitive activities.
Furthermore, increased inter-brain functional connectiv-
ity in the delta, theta, alpha, and beta frequency bands
was observed in the competition mode compared to the
cooperation mode. By presenting comparable and valid
hyperscanning EEG results alongside those of previous
studies using traditional paradigms, this study demon-
strates the potential of utilizing hyperscanning techniques
in real-life game-playing scenarios to quantitatively assess
social cognitive interactions involving cooperation and
competition. Our approach offers a promising platform with
potential applications in the flexible assessment of psychi-
atric disorders related to social functioning.

Index Terms— Hyperscanning, inter-brain synchrony,
electroencephalography, cooperation, competition.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE investigation of the ‘social brain’ and its underlying
neural mechanisms has garnered increased attention in

the past decade [1], [2]. Social interactions and behaviors,
such as closeness, cooperation, competition, and team per-
formance, influence various aspects of our lives and personal
relationships [3]. Among these interactions, cooperation and
competition represent two opposing dynamics during collab-
orative work [4]. Cooperative interaction is important among
agents who intend to produce a common behavioral outcome
through joint action, leading to positive social feedback and
social organization [1], [5]. On the other hand, competition
emphasizes the relevance and salience of social comparison
processes between the agents [1]. Previous neuroimaging stud-
ies have demonstrated the critical involvement of the prefrontal
cortex during cooperative and competitive behaviors [1], [4],
[5]. Although these two types of social interaction share some
neural correlates related to social cognition, including the
frontoparietal network and anterior insula, previous studies
have also shown different patterns of network recruitment.
Specifically, cooperative actions involve the recruitment of
the orbitofrontal cortex, while competition involves the medial
prefrontal and inferior parietal cortices [4]. It is worth noting
that a most recent study claimed the importance of the
prefrontal cortex during cooperation and guiding the behavior
appropriately, especially the interaction of the medial pre-
frontal network and lateral prefrontal areas [6].

In the past five years, hyperscanning electroencepha-
lography (EEG) techniques have emerged as a trend in study-
ing social activities through inter-brain synchrony (IBS) or
inter-neuron synchronization (INS) [7], [8], [9]. Among neu-
roimaging modalities demonstrated for studying social inter-
action, neurophysiological hyperscanning techniques using
EEG provide better temporal resolution during the execution
of social cognitive tasks [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15],
[16]. The high temporal resolution at the millisecond scale
enables more precise and diverse types of between-brain
analysis during social interactions. Regarding joint attention,
Szymanski et al. conducted EEG hyperscanning in 2017 during
individual and joint attention, revealing increased local and
inter-brain phase synchronization during joint attention, poten-
tially serving as a neural substrate for social facilitation [9].
Pérez et al. also mentioned brain-to-brain entrainment during
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conversation in 2017 [17]. In 2018, Balconi et al. discussed
the correlation between brain-to-brain coupling and cognitive
joint performance [18], [19]. In 2020, Astolfi et al. focused on
co-representation and the basis of joint action [20]. In 2020,
Barraza et al. claimed the crucial role of inter-brain theta
oscillations during competition and cooperation, with stronger
theta IBS observed while competing and gamma IBS while
cooperating [21]. In 2023, the latest IBS study proposed by
Chuang and Hsu demonstrated greater IBS in the frontal
brain regions and lower frequency bands during cooperation,
whereas stronger IBS involving the posterior brain areas is
observed while competing [22]. These studies have indi-
cated that hyperscanning is feasible for studying inter-brain
neural underpinnings and have highlighted the significance
of inter-brain synchronizations in high-level social-cognitive
processing, especially during cooperation and competition [3],
[10], [15], [16], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28],
[29], [30], [31], [32], [33], [34].

However, mapping out brain networks and neurocognitive
theories of how humans co-create and share information dur-
ing social interaction remains challenging [7], [8]. Increased
IBS has been reported in various frequency bands, including
delta [22], theta [21], [26], [29], [33], alpha [25], [26],
beta [28], and gamma [21], [23], [28], across different coop-
eration and competition tasks/paradigms. Findings related to
the brain regions of IBS and oscillatory frequencies are still
diverse, showing inconsistent results during social interactions.

In this study, we developed a game-based dual jigsaw
puzzle-solving task to investigate the social cognition of
cooperation and competition in a real-life situation. EEG
signals were recorded to assess local brain activations and
oscillations, as well as inter-brain synchronization. Our aim
is to investigate the following hypotheses: 1) the involvement
of distinct brain networks during cooperation and competition
using brain oscillations and functional connectivity, and 2) the
essence of inter-brain connections between collaborators or
competitors.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Participants
We recruited a total of 58 participants (aged 22.21 ±

2.11; 33 men), specifically 29 pairs of participants for this
experiment. Informed written consent was obtained from the
legal representatives of all participants before the experiment,
following the requirements of the human subject research
ethics committee/Institutional Review Board (IRB) at National
Taiwan University Hospital, Taiwan (no. 202111075RINA).
All participants confirmed that they had no neuropsychiatric
disorders, as determined based on the criteria outlined in
the American Psychiatric Association’s Diagnostic and Sta-
tistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5). Additionally,
we assessed the participants’ autism spectrum quotient (AQ)
[35] and emotional quotient (EQ). All pairs of participants
recruited for this study were matched as closely as possible
based on their behavior scores.

B. Experimental Design: Dual Jigsaw Puzzle Solving
Task

A dual jigsaw puzzle-solving task was developed using the
Unity 2021.2.13f1 game engine. The task consists of three

Fig. 1. Game interfaces of the jigsaw puzzle, including (A) the option
menu of the multiplayer mode for users to select their favorite pictures,
and (B) the option menu of the multiplayer mode for users to select their
represented icons and colors.

modes: a collaboration mode, a competitive mode, and a
single-player mode. Prior to the experiment, two participants
were paired together to complete a jigsaw puzzle. Initially,
participants were asked to complete a questionnaire to select
their preferred pictures from a set of thirty options. The
pictures chosen by both participants served as the jigsaw
puzzle images for the experiment. Before entering the game
screen, both participants were required to select a unique icon
as their mouse cursor picture and color. This measure aimed
to prevent confusion or distractions when moving the puzzle
pieces (Fig. 1).

The first mode is the collaboration mode, where both players
work together to solve a 48-piece jigsaw puzzle within a
specified time limit. The second mode is the competition
mode, where the two players take turns solving the puzzle. The
player who successfully fits more pieces wins a gift card. The
third mode is the single-player mode, where each player solves
a jigsaw puzzle individually. The primary game interface for
both the single and multiplayer modes is depicted in Fig. 2A.
When a player correctly places a jigsaw puzzle piece, a resting
screen randomly appears for a duration of 1.4 to 1.6 seconds.
This resting screen features a black background with a cross
in the middle, as shown in Fig. 2B. Additionally, a hint sound
is played to indicate the accuracy of the placement, with a
high-pitched sound indicating correct placements and a low-
pitched sound indicating incorrect placements. This stimulus
is simultaneously received by both participants. The complete
experimental paradigm is illustrated in Fig. 3.

C. EEG Recording and Signal Processing
The EEG signals were recorded using two Neuroscan Grael

EEG amplifiers (Grael, Compumedics Ltd., Australia) at a
sampling rate of 1024Hz with 32 scalp electrode EEG caps.
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Fig. 2. (A) The main game interface of single/multiplayer modes, and
(B) the resting screen when players place the jigsaw puzzle pieces.

Fig. 3. (A) The complete stimulus processes for the double-player
mode, and (B) the stimulus process for the single-player mode.

Silver/silver chloride electrodes were positioned according
to the international standard 10-20 system. All signals were
online referenced to the M1 and M2 electrodes of the bilateral
mastoid. The channel impedances were maintained below
5 k�. Data analysis was performed using MATLAB R2022a
(The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA).

The EEG data was preprocessed using the EEGLAB toolbox
and a standard preprocessing pipeline [36], [37]. Firstly, the
data went through a high-pass filter at 0.5 Hz. After filtering,
channels with signal amplitudes exceeding 4 standard devia-
tions and signal correlations below 0.8 were removed due to
poor behavior. Subsequently, Artifact Subspace Reconstruction
(ASR) utilizing Independent Component Analysis (ICA) was

employed to distinguish artifacts from brain signals. In our
data, the removal of eye movement artifacts had a significant
impact. The parameter “k” was set to 20 to achieve optimal
results [37]. ASR was performed on the data after the removal
of bad channels, followed by reconstruction through interpo-
lation. Before proceeding with the separation of the original
signals, epoching was conducted on the continuous signal, and
baseline subtraction was performed to reduce mutual infor-
mation [38]. The epoch time was set to 0 seconds when the
sound indicating a correct or incorrect response was played,
with a 0.2-second forward cut and a 1-second backward
cut. Trials with amplitudes exceeding 500 µV or exceeding
6 standard deviations compared to trials in the same channel,
or 2 standard deviations compared to trials across all chan-
nels, were excluded. Channels near Fp1 and Fp2, which are
susceptible to eye blinks, were excluded to prevent excessive
trial removal. Component separation can significantly assist
in artifact removal and facilitate subsequent source analysis.
The Adaptive Mixture of Independent Component Analyzers
(AMICA), which yielded the best results for blind source
separation, was used for component separation and underwent
2000 iterations [39], [40]. Components associated with more
than 90% eye artifacts or more than 60% muscle artifacts were
removed [41]. After completing all the processes, the original
channels were reconstructed.

D. Event-Related Potentials and Time-Frequency
Analysis

To investigate the brain signals associated with the event, the
mean of all trials for each channel was calculated under exper-
imental conditions. The Anderson-Darling test was initially
applied to assess the normality of the data [67]. A comparison
between the results from different experimental conditions
was performed using a paired t-test. Time points with a
significance level of p < 0.05 were identified and extracted
for further statistical analysis of event-related potentials (ERP)
components. Significant ranges with continuous time periods
of less than 50 ms were excluded from further significance
analysis. The topographic mappings of the ERP were con-
ducted, and electrodes with the largest ERP components
were selected for subsequent statistical analysis. This analysis
involved paired t-tests between conditions, encompassing cor-
rectness versus incorrectness conditions in single-player mode
and cooperation and competition conditions in double-player
mode.

To analyze the time-frequency patterns of each frequency
band across different conditions, wavelet transformation was
applied to the data within the frequency range of 1 to
30 Hz and the time range of −0.2 to 1 seconds. The Event-
Related Spectral Perturbation (ERSP) was calculated using the
EEGLAB toolbox [68]. Event-related synchronization (ERS)
and event-related desynchronization (ERD) were indicated by
increases and decreases in the power of different frequency
bands, respectively, relative to the pre-stimulus baseline. The
ERSP values for all subjects within the same condition were
averaged. Before conducting statistical comparisons between
the two conditions, we conducted a normal distribution test
and generated topographic mappings for all electrodes. Finally,
a paired t-test was performed to assess the significance
of differences between the two conditions at brain regions,
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time intervals, and frequency bands with the largest ERS
activations.

E. Inter-Brain Functional Connectivity
The inter-brain functional connectivity between pairs of

participants was compared using the inter-brain phase lag
index (PLI) [42]. For a pair of channels between participants,
the PLI can be calculated as follows:

P L I =
1
N

∣∣∣∣∣
N∑

k=1

sgn
(

I m
[
e jθ(t,k)

])∣∣∣∣∣ , (1)

where N represents the number of trials, θ (t, k) denotes the
phase differences between a pair of channels, and t represents
the time range. The imaginary part (Im) is extracted before
calculating the sign (sgn) of the result.

To evaluate the statistical significance of IBS, also known as
inter-brain functional connectivity, we randomly shuffled the
labels for the two conditions, cooperation and competition, and
calculated PLI values from the label-shuffled signals. Using a
permutation test, we assessed the significance of inter-brain
and cross-channel connections between label-shuffled PLI
pairs of channels in dyads with the Wilcoxon signed-rank test.
This test compared the original PLI value with a distribution of
label-shuffled PLI values over 1000 iterations. If the original
PLI value exhibited a significant difference (p < 0.05) com-
pared to the randomly shuffled distribution, it was considered
indicative of a significant connection between the correspond-
ing pair of channels within a pair of participants.

The analysis covered both collaboration and competition
modes, resulting in two distinct conditions: when a player or
partner matched a piece in the collaboration mode, and when
a player or partner matched a piece in the competition mode.

III. RESULTS

A. Behavioral Results
The AQ and EQ scores of all participants fell within the

normal range, with an AQ score lower than 32 and an EQ
score higher than 30 (AQ: 20.75 ± 6.30; EQ: 42.32 ± 11.65).
In the single-player mode of the game, the numbers of correct
and incorrect matches were 45.86 ± 1.68 and 67.72 ± 37.93,
respectively (p < 0.001). The total time spent completing
the puzzle was 807.31 ± 312.37 seconds. For the cooperative
and competition modes, the total numbers of correct matches
by participants themselves were 22.87 ± 4.15 and 22.93 ±

2.64, respectively, and there was no significant difference
between the two modes (p = 0.921). However, the total
numbers of incorrect matches by participants themselves in the
cooperative and competition modes were 20.70 ± 10.01 and
9.34 ± 6.85, respectively, and a significant difference existed
between the two modes (p < 0.001). The overall time spent
completing the puzzle in the competition mode was 831.86 ±

251.43 seconds, slightly slower than that in the cooperative
mode (768.07 ± 204.80 seconds), but the difference was not
significant (p = 0.076).

B. ERP Results
The ERPs in the single and multiple player modes are

presented in Fig. 4 and 5. In the single-player mode, signif-
icant differences between correctness and incorrectness were

Fig. 4. Topographic mappings (left segment) and event-related poten-
tials (middle segment) of the single-player mode in the jigsaw puzzle
game, along with the corresponding statistical results (right segment)
within the following time intervals: (A) 450–550 ms at the Fz and FCz
electrodes, and (B) 300–400 ms (the P3 component) at the CPz and Pz
electrodes.

observed when the player attempted to match a puzzle piece.
As depicted in Fig. 4A, substantial distinctions were evident
in both the topography (left segment of Fig. 4A) and ERP
components (middle segment of Fig. 4A) within the fronto-
central regions, indicating a feedback-related negativity (FRN)
during an incorrect outcome. The statistical findings indicate
significant differences within the 450 to 550 ms range at the
FCz (p < 0.001) and Cz (p < 0.001) electrodes. Additionally,
a reduction in the P3 component (300–400 ms) was observed
in the parietal region at the CPz (p < 0.001) and Pz (p <

0.001) electrodes when the player failed to match a puzzle
piece compared to the correct outcome.

The topographic mappings and ERPs in the cooperation
and competition modes are displayed in Fig. 5. When the
player observed their opponent correctly matching a puzzle
piece (Fig. 5A), a significant difference was observed between
425 and 450 ms. The ERPs of the cooperation mode exhibited
a larger peak at the FCz electrode (p = 0.005) and the
Cz electrode (p = 0.001) compared to the ERPs of the
competition mode. Additionally, a delayed decay of the P3
component at the midline electrodes was observed (Fig. 5B;
FCz: p = 0.001; Cz: p < 0.001; CPz: p = 0.008) in the
cooperation mode compared to the competition mode when
the player successfully matched a puzzle piece.

C. ERSP Results
Average ERSPs were presented in Fig. 6 for both the single-

player and multiple-player modes in the jigsaw puzzle game.
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Fig. 5. Topographic mappings (left segment) and event-related poten-
tials (middle segment) of the cooperation and competition modes in
the jigsaw puzzle game, accompanied by the corresponding statistical
results (right segment) within the following time intervals: (A) Opponent
correct: 425–450 ms at the FCz and Cz electrodes, and (B) Player
correct: 400–450 ms at the FCz, Cz, and CPz electrodes.

In the single-player mode, a significant difference between
correct and incorrect puzzle-solving matches was observed
in the delta (1-4 Hz), theta (4-7 Hz), and beta (13-30 Hz)
frequency bands in the centroparietal regions (Fig. 6A-C).
In the multiple-player mode, a significant difference between
cooperation and competition modes was observed in the delta,
theta, and alpha (8-12 Hz) frequency bands in the right frontal
regions when the player themselves matched a puzzle piece
(Fig. 6D). Additionally, brain oscillations of theta and alpha
frequency bands in the parietal regions were observed to
increase in the later stages of the competition mode when
the players observed a correct outcome from their opponents
(Fig. 6E). Significantly active time intervals and their corre-
sponding brain regions are presented in the right column of
Fig. 6. Topographic mappings of brain oscillations in different
frequency bands and the corresponding statistical results are
also shown in Fig. 7. In the early stages (200–400 ms) of the
single-player mode, delta and theta oscillations were observed
to be larger in the correct conditions compared to the incorrect
ones, with the most significant difference at the Cz electrode
(Fig. 7A; p = 0.004). Additionally, beta synchronization
between 200 and 600 ms at the C3 electrode exhibited a
significant difference (Fig. 7C; p = 0.004), which may be
related to beta suppression. In contrast, a more pronounced
increase in theta synchronization in the frontocentral regions
was observed in the incorrect condition during the middle

Fig. 6. Average event-related spectral perturbations (ERSPs) for
the single-player (A-C) and multiple-player (D-E) modes in the jigsaw
puzzle game, along with significantly active time intervals and their
corresponding brain regions presented in the right column.

stage (400–600 ms) of the trial (Fig. 7B; p = 0.031), which
may be related to the FRN component.

Significant differences in brain oscillations between social
interactions of cooperation and competition were measured.
When the player correctly matched a puzzle piece them-
selves, more pronounced increases in delta, theta, and alpha
oscillations were observed in the frontocentral regions during
cooperation compared to the competition conditions. The
largest difference was observed at the F8 electrode between
300 and 500 ms (p = 0.007). In contrast, more pronounced
increases in theta and alpha oscillations were observed in the
competition mode when the player observed the correctness of
their opponents, mainly at the P7 electrode between 600 and
900 ms, especially right before the beginning of the next turn
for the player themselves.

D. Inter-Brain Connectivity
The brain regions and time intervals with increased brain

oscillations in specific frequency bands were selected for
further IBS analysis. As depicted in Fig. 6, brain oscillations
in the delta, theta, and alpha frequency bands were observed
between 200 and 400 ms in all conditions, both in the
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Fig. 7. Topographic mappings (left segment) and statistical results
of event-related spectral perturbation (ERSPs; right segment) within
the following time intervals: (A) Single player: 200–400 ms (delta and
theta bands) at Cz, (B) Single player: 400–600 ms (theta band) at F4,
(C) Single player: 200–600 ms (beta band) at C3, (D) Player correct:
300–500 ms at F8, and (E) Opponent correct: 600–900 ms at P7
electrodes.

single-player and multiple-player modes. Additionally, Fig. 6
also shows increases in beta oscillations between 500 and
900 ms. The magnitude of IBS was calculated using PLI
from different frequency bands within the aforementioned time
intervals (Fig. 8).

The results of IBS after shuffling indicated that the quantity
of IBS in the competition mode is significantly greater than
that in the cooperation mode across all frequency bands.
As shown in Fig. 8A and 8B, long-range IBS was observed
in low- frequency bands (delta and theta waves), particularly
in the inter-brain connections between frontal and parietooc-
cipital regions whenever a player made a correct move during
competition. In contrast, the connection patterns between local
brain regions of the two participants were observed in the
alpha (200–400 ms) and beta (500–900 ms) frequency bands,
especially in the connections within frontal, centroparietal, and
occipital regions (Fig. 8C and 8D). These results demonstrate
increased IBS during competition in a turn-taking manner.

IV. DISCUSSIONS

A. Diverse ERP Morphological Patterns of P3 in
Competitive and Cooperative Contexts

In the present study, we incorporated behavioral and
EEG measures to investigate social interactions involving

Fig. 8. The significance of inter-brain synchrony (IBS) was assessed
after label shuffling within the time intervals of 200 to 400 ms for the
(A) delta, (B) theta, and (C) alpha frequency bands, as well as 500 to
900 ms for the (D) beta frequency band. The level of IBS in the
competition mode was found to be significantly greater than that in the
cooperation mode across all frequency bands.

competition and cooperation. The validity of the novel game-
based paradigm proposed in this study is supported by the ERP
results observed during the single-player mode. An obvious
FRN is observed in the frontocentral regions approximately
200 to 300 ms after the feedback onset when players fail
to match a puzzle piece [43]. In contrast, a typical N2-P3
complex is observed in the single-player mode when players
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successfully match a puzzle piece. We further compared the
ERP results in the dual-players modes, and consistent find-
ings of divergent morphologies in P3 patterns were observed
between the competitive and cooperative contexts. Specifically,
a delayed decay of the P3 complex has been found in the
cooperation mode compared to the competition mode. In the
cooperation mode, when the player themselves matched a
puzzle piece, a significant delayed decay of P3 was observed
between 400 and 600 ms. Similarly, a different morphol-
ogy of P3, followed by a small peak at around 500 ms,
is reported in the current study in the cooperation mode when
players observed their partner matching one puzzle piece.
These results may indicate a more complex cognitive process
during cooperation than during competition [44]. A recent
study on competition and cooperation also showed that an
opponent’s defection elicited a smaller P3a but a larger P3b
when participants wrongly believed that their opponent would
cooperate [45]. These findings provide evidence supporting the
importance of the P3 component in studying social activities.

B. Low-Frequency Synchronization as an Indicator of
Social Cognitive Activities

In line with previous research on paradigms related to
error feedback, our results from the single-player mode
demonstrated similar findings. This included delta and theta
synchronization related to P3 during correct conditions, as well
as theta synchronization related to FRN in incorrect conditions.
Specifically, delta and theta synchronization related to P3 were
mainly observed in the centroparietal regions between 200 and
400 ms during the correct condition in the single-player mode.
This synchronization has been suggested to be associated with
P3, focused attention, and selective attention. In the single-
player mode, when players failed to match a puzzle piece,
we observed FRN-related theta synchronization in the midline
frontocentral regions between 400 and 600 ms. This finding
is suggested to represent error feedback signals for optimizing
future behavior [43].

Our results also revealed distinct patterns of beta syn-
chronization between the correct and incorrect conditions.
We observed greater beta synchronization in the central
regions between 200 and 600 ms during the correct-matching
condition compared to the incorrect one. Previous studies
have already mentioned the phenomenon of beta rebound
after motion-related suppression. It’s worth noting that error
detection in the post-movement stage may attenuate the level
of beta rebound [46], [47], [48], [49], [50]. In summary,
our ERS findings from the single-player mode align with
those observed in traditional cognitive paradigms proposed in
previous studies.

Building on these consistent findings from the single-player
mode, we conducted further comparisons of brain oscillations
during multiple player modes, including cooperation and com-
petition. Theta oscillations have been shown to play a crucial
role during social interactions in both cooperation and compe-
tition. In the cooperation mode, we observed larger delta and
theta synchronization between 300 and 500 ms in the frontal
regions when a player successfully matched a puzzle piece.
In comparison to the competition mode, this increased low-
frequency synchronization may suggest a greater involvement
of focused and selective attention related to the P3 component
in cooperative situations [51].

Conversely, increased theta synchronization was observed
between 600 and 1000 ms at the FC4, C4, and P7 electrodes
in the competition mode when an opponent successfully
matched a puzzle piece. The larger theta synchronization right
before the next trial in the competition mode, compared to
cooperation, may suggest an increased intention to move or a
preparation for movement in the competitive context.

C. Increased Inter-Brain Synchronization During
Competition

Our findings have revealed an increased level of IBS in the
competition mode when compared to the cooperative context,
particularly in terms of long-range IBS between frontal and
parietooccipital regions in low-frequency bands, as well as
local IBS in high-frequency bands. Table I provides a com-
parison of tasks and modalities from recent hyperscanning
studies related to social assessment. The majority of prior
studies focusing on cooperative tasks consistently reported
elevated IBS across a wide range of frequency bands in
EEG and functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) mea-
surements [3], [16], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], [34], [52].
The diversity of tasks/games developed and the choice of
imaging modality for assessing social cognition have con-
tributed to varying findings of IBS in specific brain regions
and frequency bands in previous research, as summarized
in Table I.

Relatively few studies have explored increased IBS in com-
petitive compared to the cooperative contexts [21], [22], [32].
In line with the latest EEG studies demonstrating cooperation
and competition using different paradigms, our results also
reveal a greater IBS in the frontal brain regions and lower
frequency bands during cooperation. In contrast, stronger
IBS involving the posterior brain areas is observed while
competing [21], [22]. These findings suggest that IBS in delta
and theta frequency bands is highly correlated with social
activities.

The previous results of high-frequency IBS, including alpha,
beta, and gamma, are relatively diverse [3], [21], [22], [23],
[24], [32], [34]. Although our results in Fig. 8 demonstrated
greater IBS in most frequency bands, including delta, theta,
alpha, and beta oscillations, several recent studies, encompass-
ing both cooperation and competition modes, have reported no
findings in alpha and beta IBS [21], [22]. Nevertheless, some
studies using cooperative tasks have found that alpha, beta,
or even gamma IBS has been observed during joint action or
cooperation [3], [21], [23], [24], [34]. Further investigation
is needed to verify the role of alpha and beta IBS during
competition.

With the maturation of hyperscanning techniques, more
studies have been devoted to exploring the mechanisms of
social interaction using IBS. Further investigation is warranted
to facilitate future applications in assessing mental health and
social cognitive functions. In comparison to previous studies,
our research introduces a novel approach by utilizing a turn-
taking puzzle-solving game that encompasses single-player,
cooperative, and competitive modes. The game is designed
with real-life scenarios, making it suitable for future appli-
cations in mental training. The validity of the physiological
indices is proven by comparing the results with those of
previous ERP, ERSP, and IBS studies.
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TABLE I
PREVIOUS STUDIES OF INTER-BRAIN SYNCHRONY (IBS) FOR SOCIAL

COGNITIVE ASSESSMENT (IFG: INFERIOR FRONTAL GYRUS; TPJ:
TEMPOROPARIETAL JUNCTION; DLPFC: DORSOLATERAL

PREFRONTAL CORTEX)

V. CONCLUSION

Our study introduced a novel approach by developing a
jigsaw puzzle-solving game and employing hyperscanning
EEG signals to investigate inter-brain dynamics during cooper-
ative and competitive social interactions. The findings revealed
distinct patterns of P3 activity in these contrasting contexts,
shedding light on the potential role of low-frequency brain
oscillations and heightened inter-brain functional connectivity
as markers of social cognitive processes. This research under-
scores the feasibility of using hyperscanning techniques for
the quantitative assessment of social cognitive interactions.
Furthermore, our innovative social interaction game could
serve as a valuable tool for monitoring and analyzing inter-
brain activities in scenarios closely resembling real-life social
situations. These findings hold promise for versatile applica-
tions, particularly in evaluating psychiatric disorders related to
social interactions.
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